COMPANY VALISE

TRANSFORMING LIVES THROUGH TECHNOLOGY!

COMPANY VALISE
With a Vision to transform lives through Technology

About Company

Technology Profile changes Lives. At webnexit, we understand technology is vital for any success in transformation and we are keen on every possible technology. During 2014, we had one unshakeable vision— “To Transform lives through Technology“ at the time launching of webnexit as a newly born. To transform the way we operate, the way we assimilate and understand each of us, to eliminate the barriers for an achievement. Advancements never stop and that is why at webnexit we constantly reskill to upskill ourselves faster to deliver success at an unprecedented rate. With 7 Years since its inception, webnexit has marked its presence with 45+ products and serviced clients with 100% success rate that something it has to take pride in. Webnexit believes Technological Innovation is highly essential for Sustainable advancement of people livelihood and we consistently focus towards innovating products that can help billions of people move up economically sooner or later.
E-commerce solution: Globally, Webnexs provides over 300+ features in various e-commerce platforms for better service.

Intranet: Webnexs helps you to integrate all your e-Store managerial activities under one roof.

Magento E-commerce: With an experience of 7+ years, Webnexs is using the latest Magento platform to provide scalable performance.

Magento Extensions: Webnexs helps to provide a customized extension for the latest Magento platform for optimal utilization.
Tranznexs deals with Ride-hailing Applications and solutions to enhance your ride-hailing business to the next level. We provide flawless & hassle-free products at an international standard along with solutions & Backend support for the hands-down experience.

- Support and migration solution: Tranznexs provide an outstanding support solution to optimize grievance handling

- Android and iOS solution: Tranznexs employed Native Android & iOS for exceptional performance in the Android platform and iOS platform respectively.

- Node.js Backend support and MySQL: Tranznexs use Node.js for flawless backend support empowered with MySQL database for better service.

- Server solution: Tranznexs maintains its own server to provide a hassle-free service to our customers.
Flicknexs is a world’s all-in-one video-on-demand and live streaming platform that provides white label solution to stream your video and audio content on every device. The solution that adopts all monetization models be it SVOD, TVOD, AVOD and Pay-Per-View. It includes everything; fully managed, end-to-end and a complete solution under a single roof, thereby providing a customized solution that matches your business model and targeted audience.

- A significant place to start any business model; be it on-demand services like Netflix, YouTube or video streaming like Facebook Live, YouTube Live etc.

- Flicknexs is a complete management suite for Website, Mobile Applications, DRM, Hosting, Player, Analytics and Support.

- A specialist in integrating the application on OTT platform like Amazon Fire Stick, Set-top-box, etc.

- An out-of-box fully managed tailor-made solution, with no coding or separate IT teams required to manage the platform.
Pixlnexs

- **2D**: It’s exciting with creativeness, and celebrated artistic disciplined core skills. Creating balanced, contrast, direction, and dominance. Symmetry, similarity, and proximity.

- **3D**: Excellent, 3-D computer graphics, films, modellings, Printing and more.

- **ANIMATION**: Your imaginations get alive with breathing and illusion movement.

- **SCRIPT WRITER**: Excellent creativity with dynamic Integrated knowledge in writing skills.

- **STORYBOARD SERVICES**: Experts at VCD develop storyboards from any scripts and concepts, bringing your stories to life and a powerful way to present information and to lift your business to the next level.
• Image editing is an ornament for the image. Our Picnexs experts focus on the creative and effective technique for a better outcome. Beauty Retouching, Wrinkles Removal, Skin Smoothening, Make Up Creation, Hair Retouching, Body Reshaping, Background Removal, Image enhancement and more...

• Colours define an image quality Picnexs helps you with the colour correction for the desired result. We are providing our expertise colour correction in works like Old Photo Retouch & Restoration, Jewellery, Whitening Teeth, Product Photo, Shadow and Reflection Creation and more...

• Picnexs Retouching Service aims to assist Professional & Amateur Photographer to enhance their work quality.
The cloud platform has reliability and highly scalable along with Managed WordPress, Managed WooCommerce, Server clusters etc. to bring your business to a higher level.

Webnекс supports freelancers in making money with VPS hosting, Big data, Cloud hosting etc. and trusted by 100K+ like Freelancers, Designers, Developers etc.

Managed Dedicated Servers...Purpose built - a Boon for Agencies--Now 1000+ agencies with our multi servers hosting.

We love challenges and issues! Solving them at the earliest is our Strength. Not sale alone, We manage your server-Superb performance-Low costlier than any other service providers Globally.
Our Technologies

Lamp

Linux
APACHE
MySQL
php

Mamp

OS X
APACHE
MySQL

Mean

mongoDB
ExpressJS
AngularJS
nodeJS
We help brands to leverage the best technologies to move online.

**Android Technologies**

[Icons for Java, MySQL, Android Studio, XML]

**IOS Technologies**

[Icons for Swift, Objective-C, Apple, etc.]
Success for our achievement with Technologies in confidence, positive working environment and team spirit.

Our Awards

Webnexs has launched its first service by 2014 with 2+ staff and now after 7 years with 45+ and in the world market. Received many awards internationally and we are one of the leading service providers and have customers in many countries.
Webnexs aims at integrating the technology with the service for a better outcome. Our solutions are mainly focusing on effective and quality production. Our experts will help you to fulfil your desire with the upgraded technology. We are dealing with services like E-commerce, Picture editing & enhancement, Ride-hailing, Server, Animation, VOD and more...
THANK YOU!